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Dance Ireland, the trading name of the Association of Professional Dancers in Ireland Ltd., was established in 1989 as
a membership-led organisation dedicated to the promotion of professional dance practice in Ireland. Since that time it
has evolved into a national, strategic resource organisation whose core aims include the promotion of dance as a
vibrant artform, the provision of support and practical resources for professional dance artists and advocacy on dance
and choreography issues.
Dance Ireland also manages DanceHouse, a purpose-built, state-of-the-art dance rehearsal venue, located in the heart
of Dublin’s north-east inner city. DanceHouse is at the heart of Dance Ireland activities, as well as being a home for
professional dance artists and the wider dance community. In addition to hosting our comprehensive artistic
programme of professional classes, seminars and workshops, performances, and a fully-equipped artists’ resource
room, DanceHouse offers a range of evening classes to cater to the interests and needs of the general public.

BOARD MEMBERS
Adrienne Brown, Acting Chairperson; John Scott, Vice-Chairperson; Megan Kennedy, Secretary;
Cindy Cummings, Lisa McLoughlin, Anne Maher, Fearghus Ó Conchúir, Gaby Smith.
DANCE IRELAND PERSONNEL
Paul Johnson, Chief Executive
Siân Cunningham, General Manager
Elisabetta Bisaro, Development Officer
Duncan Keegan, Administrator
Kelly Chen, Bookkeeper
Brenda Crea & Glenn Montgomery, Receptionists/Administrative Assistants
Dance Ireland, DanceHouse, Liberty Corner, Foley Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 01 855 8800 Fax: 01 819 7529
Email: info@danceireland.ie Website: www.danceireland.ie
Dance Ireland News is published 12 times a year
Published by Dance Ireland, DanceHouse, Liberty Corner, Foley St, Dublin 1, Ireland.
Printed by CRM Design + Print, Unit 6, Bridgecourt Office Park, Walkinstown Ave., Dublin 12, Ireland.

ISSN 1649-9506
Disclaimer
Dance Ireland reserves the right to edit or amend all articles or notices published in this magazine.
The views expressed are those of contributors or editor and do not necessarily represent the views of
Dance Ireland members.

Cover: The Stage of the Mind, Inma Moya, Avril Murphy.
Photo: Kieran Tobin
Deadlines for next edition:
September 2008
Copy & Photos: Friday 15 August

Inserts: Friday 22 August

All photos submitted must be accompanied by appropriate credits and acknowledgements
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News

INTRODUCTION

After the heavy lull of July, in August we start to stir again. But it’s no easy task. As a month
associated in tradition with the poppy, that ‘withering flower of dreams’ and forgetfulness, it’s not
surprising to find it a little difficult to shake off our lethargy and rise to the occasion. But stir we
must; rise we shall. And we’ve news to wake the deepest sun-hazed sleeper…
In this issue, you’ll have the chance to read in their own words what Ennio Sammarco, Cynthia
Phung Ngog and Colette Sadler - our international associate artists - will be hoping to explore
and create during their forthcoming residencies at DanceHouse; we’ve got news of a dance
photography exhibition right here in DanceHouse; and for those with an eye to the future, we also
have a heads up on a forthcoming international guest ballet residency with Douglas Becker, our
very exciting Big Dance Day and the two weeks worth of intensive workshops we’re presenting
in association with the Dublin Fringe Festival, featuring the likes of Heidi Weiss, Colin Dunne
and Jess Curtis.
A quick mention would not go amiss here of this year’s Edinburgh Fringe Festival where Dance
Ireland and Dance Base will present Irish Cream – a triple-bill of Irish contemporary
choreography, featuring the work of choreographers Nick Bryson, Fearghus Ó Conchúir and
Rebecca Walter. It’s certain to get hearts and minds moving. But they’re not the only ones flying
the flag in Alba – Rex Levitates and ponydance will both participate in Heads Up, a showcase
element of Dance Base’s festival programme. Check out the full programme from
www.dancebase.co.uk and see our listings page for dates, times and how to book.
Of course, it’s not all happening abroad – as always, our members continue to astound us both
with their creativity and their tenacity as they let us know the festivals, events and performances
they’re engaged in throughout the country. Not to mention news of an opportunity or two for our
members.
So, with all that to look forward to, we’re pretty sure not poppy, nor mandragora, nor all the drowsy
syrups of the world, shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep that’ll keep you from waking up,
sitting up and discovering more about all we’ve lined up for this month, this autumn and for the
rest of the year…

EVENING CLASSES THIS AUGUST AT DANCEHOUSE
For further details, please see www.danceireland.ie.
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DANCE IRELAND PROGRAMME
DANCE IRELAND PROFESSIONAL
MORNING CLASSES RESUME
FROM 18 AUGUST
Professional morning classes resume with Anne
Campbell Crawford (LISTD.Dip, CDE) returning to
teach ballet from 18 to 22 August. Anne, who has
gathered much experience in the teaching and
performance of ballet in Russia, America, England and
throughout Europe, brings this wealth of knowledge
to bear in her classes. Now teaching in Paris, she is
delighted to be first of our many excellent guest
teachers this autumn.

Source: D. Becker

And from 25 to 29 August, Ennio Sammarco, resident
in DanceHouse as part of the Dance Ireland
International Associate Artist Programme (see below),
will teach contemporary morning class.

INTERNATIONAL GUEST BALLET
RESIDENCY WITH DOUGLAS BECKER
Date: 1 to 5 September
Time: 10am-12 noon
Venue: DanceHouse
Fees: Members: €12 members
Non-members: €14 non-members

Douglas Becker
Marshall and Jan Fabre. Becker began staging
Forsythe ballets in 1992 with In the Middle Somewhat
Elevated for Ballet British Columbia and continuing
through to the present with New Sleep for the Royal
Ballet of Flanders.

Internationally regarded Douglas Becker will
undertake a ballet residency from 1 to 5 September.
Becker is a choreographer and teacher working in
many idioms, including contemporary ballet and
improvisation throughout Europe and the United
States. A founding member and former principal
dancer of the Frankfurt Ballet, Becker played a
pivotal role in the creation of many of William
Forsythe’s early signature works, and is one of a
handful of individuals with the authority to remount
Forsythe repertoire.

Becker’s class follows, loosely, traditionally organised
ballet class with attention to musicality and detail.
Line, counter point, opposition between the legs and
the arms are accentuated in relationship to the
classical vocabulary.The dance combinations that are
set, and arranged in the beginning of the week are
(de)reconstructed throughout the week. Demi-plier,
intelligently used, is emphasized. Articulation of the
feet is looked-for, turn out is worked from the pelvis
and the back of the legs. The use of breath, full body
focus, length of spine, relaxed neck, and effortless
epaulement are important elements for building and
maintaining a healthy technique.

His ballet training began in Texas under Nathalia
Krassovska and Stanley Hall, and continued in New
York City with David Howard, Marjorie Mussman and
Maggie Black. In 1978, he joined the Joffrey Ballet
and worked with choreographic masters Agnes de
Mille, Choo San Goh and Jerome Robbins. Later he
joined the National Ballet of Canada under the
direction of Alexander Grant. After three years at the
Dallas Ballet under director Fleming Flindt, Becker
was invited to join the Frankfurt Ballet, where he also
worked with Amanda Miller, Stephen Petronio, Susan

www.danceireland.ie
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years. I am looking for fresh perspectives on how to
‘think’ through the body, articulating its languages
towards the creation of ‘physical dramaturgies’ and I
am excited about what new challenges and
questions can come out of this research period. I have
some possible beginnings…but I’m always interested
in the unexpected or accidental encounter within any
creative process.

Ennio Sammarco / Cynthia Phung Ngog
18 August to 5 September
After having known each other professionally for
many years, we finally came together this year to
work on a new creation entitled La Storia, produced
by the company Association Woo.The strength of our
working relationship had led us to wonder about the
potential of ‘suspended time’: time when, far from any
performance pressure, we might to focus deeply on
the research and exchange of dreams and fears. The
research process for this creation had raised issues
such as new territories and the displacement of
boundaries. Issues such as animality, metamorphosis,
identity, memory - which are at the centre of our
individual artistic research - came up too. So Dance
Ireland’s proposal arrived right at this moment: the
proposal for a residency dedicated purely to research
and artistic exchange without the pressure of
producing work seemed to come at just the right
time for us. It seemed to correspond with what we
have always tried to do and work on beside our
normal production commitments.

Her latest work, The Making of Doubt will be
performed as part of the Dublin Fringe Festival at
Project Arts Centre, from 11-13 September, 12 noon.
Sadler will also show an extract of new work-inprogress with Jara Serrano Gonzalez and Maxwell
McCarthy as part of Big Dance Day, 7 September at
DanceHouse.
For more information on Colette, please visit
www.stammerproductions.com.

DANCE PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
@ DANCEHOUSE
Dance artist Inma Moya Pavon and photographer
Michelle Hadnett present a visual record of a
creative collaboration in association with Dance
Ireland, with an exhibition that merges two pieces of
work: meaningless flesh? and entering-new space.

We have thought of Ireland as a ‘temporary action
zone’: a zone with cultural traditions so deeply rooted
in nature, a history so linked to the notion of change
and transit, a present open to change - all this seemed
in perfect agreement with our approach. Dance
Ireland’s programme would allow us the time and
space necessary to exchange, discuss, reflect and raise
questions, all fundamental to a truly poetic and
artistic engagement with the current world.

meaningless flesh? seeks to investigate the ‘travel of
body thoughts/murmur’ which we experiment in
through the extended stillness of the body. It is a
journey with both a starting and finishing point. But
what happens in between? Which changes have we
experienced? Which thoughts did we have? How long
does it take? How far can we go? Are you still there?
How did it feel? meaningless flesh? was made possible
with the support of Dance Ireland through a
Choreographic Bursary 2007/08; Pavon developed
the work under the mentorship of Amanda Coogan.

Within the precious time offered and in keeping with
the multi-disciplinarity which remains at the centre of
our artistic approach, we would like to meet with
other artists of the art scene in Ireland in order to
create space for new interdisciplinary exchanges.

Photo: Michelle Hadnett

Ennio Sammarco will teach professional morning class
at DanceHouse from 25 to 29 August. For more
information
on
this
artist,
please
visit
www.associationwoo.fr.

COLETTE SADLER
25 August to 12 September
The International Associate Artists’ Programme
residency offers me the time and space to pull apart,
both physically and intellectually, the concerns that
have been central to the way I have been
approaching choreography for the past number of

Meaningless Flesh?
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Full programme details available from mid August
onwards; please see www.danceireland.ie book online
at www.fringefest.com

INTENSIVE LEARNING WORKSHOPS
8-12 September / 15-19 September
DanceHouse

The exhibition is on view in the foyer of DanceHouse
from 30 July to 30 September.

Dance Ireland and the Dublin Fringe present an
extraordinary series of intensive workshops with a
line-up of internationally renowned teachers. Jess
Curtis teaches the Fundamentals of Motion and leads
a Flying School from 8 to 12 September, while Jordi
Cortés Molina pushes the individuality of those
participating in his Physical Theatre Workshop from 8
to 11 September. In week two, Heidi Weiss will offer a
technique class in Contemporary Modern, from 15 to
19 September, focused on fluidity and groundedness;
Colin Dunne works the movement, rhythm and
musicality of those taking part over the same week in
his Irish Dance Workshop. Eric Davies imparts the
liberating techniques of ferocious social satire,
inducting his students into a world where the
audience is the joke – the world of the buffoon.This is
an ideal opportunity for theatre and dance
professionals to step outside the box, acquire some
special skills and widen the horizon of their artistic
practice.

BIG DANCE DAY
Date: 7 September
Time: 12 noon -9pm
Venue: DanceHouse
Fees: €15/10 conc.
Join us in the celebration of the moving body in this
packed-with-activity day of day. Enjoy new dance
works from Irish and international choreographers,
including screenings of dance films, followed by
facilitated post-discussion rounds with the creators.
Give your opinion on the state of dance in the first
dance-specific Open Space Forum, or just dance
yourself into oblivion in the contact improvisation
dance jam. The only requirement is curiosity!
Featured artists on the day include Croí Glan, Crux
Dance Theatre, Deirdre Murphy, Fearghus Ó
Conchúir, Shakram Dance, Charlotte Spencer and
Isabelle Schad.

Further details of teachers and workshop descriptions
are available at www.danceireland.ie.

DANCE IRELAND EQUIPMENT HIRE
A range of equipment is available to hire,
with special discounted rates for Dance Ireland members.

Digital Kawai CN370
Piano

Ballet Barres
Dance Floors

Portable TV Trolleys

Digital Camera

Projectors

Digital Camcorder

Projector Screens

DVD/Video Combos

TVs

IPod Speaker

For more information about rates and rental conditions please
contact info@danceireland.ie or call Brenda or Glenn at 01 8558800.
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COMPANY NEWS
CHRYSALIS DANCE
Show: Soul/S
Date: 2 August
Time: 8pm
Venue: Cloone, Leitrim
Tickets: €10

Source: M. Kennedy

Chrysalis Dance present their new work Soul/S at the
Flights of Fancy festival in Leitrim on Saturday 2
August.
Soul/S is a mixed programme of six pieces; solos and
duets. Five shorter pieces choreographed by
company director Judith Sibley include two
premiers: Sirocco, a pas de deux inspired by the
Sahara wind and Conflict, a solo piece emphasising
the dilemmas of a contemporary man.

Drinking Dust, Jessica & Megan Kennedy

The longer piece, Nurture?, is choreographed by
British choreographer Kerry Biggin who has worked
with Matthew Bourne, Michael Clarke and
Matthew Hawkins. This duet for two women is a
fluid, sensual piece of work which fuses ballet and
contemporary dance. Set to an original score by
American composer Justin Ryan, the music cements
the idea that both dancers represent different facets
of one person.

JUNK ENSEMBLE
Show: Drinking Dust
(part of the Dublin Fringe Festival 2008)
Date: 9-20 September (no Sunday shows)
Time: 8.30pm
Venue: site-specific; meeting point outside Smock Alley,
Temple Bar
Come with us to a lost place. junk ensemble (Winner
Jayne Snow Award 2007) presents Drinking Dust,
a new site-specific dance theatre piece in
collaboration with Brokentalkers (Winner Sexiest
Show 2006) that looks at abandonment in our life and
city. This is a broken story in a burnt-out building. This
is the gritty place that you left behind.

Bookings at 1890 200078 or
www.tickets.ie/flightsoffancy

Dangerous dance theatre from the creators of award
winning shows The Rain Party and On This One Night.

Source: M. Dillon

Devised by: junk ensemble (Megan & Jessica Kennedy)
and Brokentalkers (Feidlim Cannon & Gary Keegan)
Produced by: Cian O’Brien
Lighting Design: Sinead Wallace
Set Design and Costume Consultant: Lian Bell
Sound Design: Alexis Nealon
Technical Design: Kilian Waters
Drinking Dust is kindly supported by the Arts Council
and Dublin City Council.
For more information, visit us at
www.junkensemble.com.

Soul/S, Chrysalis Dance
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County Council. Finally, ponydance have a new
website! It’s still under construction but it is up and
running, so do come visit us at www.ponydance.com

Source: L. McDonagh

ponydance acknowledges the support of Dance Ireland
and Culture Ireland

IRISH MODERN DANCE THEATRE
IMDT are holding auditions for professional and
apprentice dancers on Saturday 16 August in
DanceHouse from 11am to 4pm and on Friday 5
September in Pineapple Studios, Covent Gardens,
from 10am to 12pm. We are seeking male and
female dancers for our 2009 programme. For more
information and to book a slot, contact the company
directly (see below).

Put your left leg in, ponydance

PONYDANCE
After a great run as part of Re-Presenting Ireland,
ponydance are delighted and excited to have been
invited to participate in the Heads Up showcase at
Dance Base, during this year’s Edinburgh Fringe
Festival. See them there on 21 August; 4pm with an
extract from the show Put your left leg in.

IMDT also presents collaboration between artistic
director John Scott and major dance film maker
Charles Atlas, based on the landscape of the human
body as both design and content.
Atlas is one of the premier interpreters of dance,
theatre and performance on video, his groundbreaking early works including the seminal Blue
Studio: Five Segments (1975-76), which evolved from a
unique collaboration with Merce Cunningham, for
whose company he was filmmaker-in-residence from
1978 to 1983. He is the recipient of numerous

Source: A. Corrigan

Company director Leonie McDonagh completed a
week’s research and development in Co. Roscommon
during June, and wishes to extend her thanks to
Roscommon Arts Office for their support; company
member Paula O’Reilly will undertake professional
development in autumn with support from Kildare

Eternal, IMDT
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The Divine Normal, Fluxusdance
journey that explores the visceral and emotional
world of our unique national games of hurling and
football.

honours, including a Guggenheim Foundation
Fellowship and three Bessie Awards. The residency
takes place this month and will include dancers
Arnau Castro, Ashley Chen, Philip Connaughton,
James Hosty, Becky Reilly and Cheryl Therrien.

Bringing the physicality of Gaelic games and
contemporary dance into a common arena, The
Divine Normal explores the passion and commitment
of both athletes and dancers, creating a unique
representation of their common and diverse cultural
worlds. It celebrates those extraordinary yet everyday
occasions in life which connect people with the
human body in motion.

Eternal, a collaboration between IMDT and 1I Films,
will get its screening debut in Meeting House Square,
Temple Bar this month. Shot in Palestine last March,
Eternal was directed by Steve Woods and includes
IMDT dancers Aisling Doyle and Michael Pomero.
IMDT’s summer term of modern dance classes, taught
by Jonathan Mitchell, were a great success and we
would like to thank all who attended. Classes start
again in September with a 5-week term, commencing
with a free taster class on the 2 September.

Created by choreographer Cathy O’Kennedy this
piece combines the work of a diverse and gifted
group of dance, film, and music artists, featuring
dancers Lucy Dundon and Stephen O’Rourke. A
site-specific performance consisting of three
separate yet related dance experiences, The Divine
Normal presents an opening warm-up set to the
commentary of Mícheál Ó Muircheartaigh,
blending the language of movement with the
passionate rhythms of Gaelic games, and applying
Mícheál’s unique linguistic virtuosity to bear upon
the art of dance. A second movement, The Wounded
Hero, recounts the tale of a hurling hero whose team
has failed to win the all-Ireland that day,
accompanied by John Spillane’s song of the same

For details on all the above, contact us at imdt@iol.ie
or visit our website
www.irishmoderndancetheate.com.

FLUXUSDANCE
The Divine Normal is a dance work created by
Fluxusdance at Croke Park, for Croke Park and
beyond. Dancing at the edge of memory and recall, it
is an extraordinarily, powerful, delicate and visual

9
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name, with lyrics from poet Louis de Paor. Finally, the
concluding section offers a fierce dynamism and
energy that sweeps the audience right to the heart of
the struggle in any field of dance and play. The music
of Kíla is used throughout.

DAGHDHA - 00|SERIES FRAMEWORK

The Divine Normal experience is further enhanced by
two films created during the company’s residency in
Croke Park in 2005, by London based filmmaker
Jana Riedel.

Within the 00|Series framework at Daghdha, resident
artist Charlotte Spencer is curating a late night, late
summer installation and choreographic happening
with music, dance and live performance - Pathways.

See listings for dates and times.

This relaxed night will draw audiences, by means of a
labyrinthine journey ‘in-formed’ by themes of
transformation, journey, spirals and re-birth, with
performances that will emerge, then die back – the
way songs and stories are offered round a campfire,
from one person to another. This night represents
Charlotte’s shifting thoughts on choreography and
process, providing a framework for her to share what
has been the focus of her research here in Limerick
over the last six months; and it’s a night she would
love you to be part of!

Show: Pathways
Date: Saturday 23 August
Time: 9.30pm – 12 midnight
Tickets: €5

DAGHDHA DANCE COMPANY
Summer is here, Daghdha’s DMP Artists are preparing
for their end of year presentations in September and
the Space is full with guest residencies. We thought it
time to sum up Daghdha’s highly successful
International Touring so far in 2008, with many thanks
to the support of Culture Ireland.
The Australia tour in March saw Michael Klien,
Artistic Director, dramaturge Steve Valk and dancer
Elena Giannotti spent two weeks presenting the
Lecture Series ‘What do you choreograph at the End of
the World?’, in venues in Melbourne, Sydney and
Perth. Each series consisted of three days and
evenings of lectures, workshops and performances
on choreography and dance. The response of the
Australian dance community was extremely positive
with David Tyndall (CEO/Artistic Director, Dancehouse Melbourne) extending his congratulations to
the company and reporting a ‘very positive feedback in
Melbourne’. The team at Critical Path, a choreographic research and development centre for dance
in New South Wales, have said that the only
complaint they’d received was that ‘the workshop
wasn’t long enough!’, and thanked the team’s
‘wonderful work as facilitators within the workshop and
lecture series’. One of those who attended the lecture,
writer and performance maker Isadora Shortflexor
has said that she was ‘pretty impressed to hear the boys
from Daghdha Dance company talk at a recent lecture
series. It’s not often that I get exposed to International
instigators of social experimentation and applicators of
high theory in relation to dance and their organisation...
Klein and Valk are fine orators and pragmatic
revolutionaries crafting high theory to bloat the
choreographic act well beyond its function of shaping
moving bodies in time and space.’

Source: C. Spencer

Since a visit to Glenstal Abbey last December,
Charlotte’s research in Ireland has been concerned
with labyrinths and with the symbols that lie behind
this ancient, global pattern. Labyrinths work as a
metaphor for life: there is only one path – our own
personal journey. Unlike a maze which has dead
ends and is intended to confuse and make you lose
direction, a labyrinth, despite all the twists and
backward turns, will always take you to the
centre…as long as you trust and keep moving
forwards. At this centre we receive renewed life and
vitality, and then the ‘unwind’ or exit begins with
direction, focus and energy. The rituals represent
journeys, transformation and healing. Through this
evening of social choreography, where the audience
is an integral part of how the event unfolds, Charlotte
looks to create a beautiful and intimate, yet informal
exploration of these ideas surrounding the labyrinth.

Previously presented at Zodiac Dance Theatre,
Helsinki, Daghdha plans to present this tour
elsewhere in Europe, as well as the USA, in 2009 and
2010.

Pathways, Charlotte Spencer
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Hanging In There, Nick Bryson, Damian Punch

OPEN WEEKEND FOR
PROFESSIONAL DANCERS

performances coming up this August in the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival and in Birr Vintage week
and Arts Festival.

Echo Echo Dance Theatre Company will be holding
an open weekend full of tasters and workshops for
professional dancers on Saturday 27 and Sunday 28
September.

Nick Bryson and Damian Punch are delighted to
have the opportunity to remount Hanging in There for
a ten performance run at Dance Base, Edinburgh
(www.dancebase.co.uk) as part of the Irish Cream
triple bill presented by Dance Ireland, with the
support of Culture Ireland. Previously shown at
Dublin Fringe Festival 2007 Hanging in There is a
parody of the Northern Ireland Peace Process, in
which two dancers use humour and a benevolent
optimism to prolong physical and verbal
negotiations. Performances run 6-16 August.

Primarily led by Co-Artistic Directors, Ursula Laeubli
and Steve Batts, this will be a chance for dancers
across Ireland to meet and move together. The two
day event will be held in Echo Echo’s dance studio in
Derry and is free. So whether you’re a freelance artist,
dancer in residence or a company member, you’re
welcome to attend the weekend.

As part of the arts festival organised for the 40th
annual Birr Vintage Week (www.birrvintageweek.com)
Nick Bryson and Cristina Goletti will present the
duet Make Something Wrong and I’ll Fix It, a
conversation in movement which is compared to the
learning of a foreign language that was premiered in
Mexico this year. There will also be the chance to see
Hanging in There as part of a double bill of dance and
film in Birr Theatre on 19 August at 8pm.

Exact details are being finalised and will be released
soon but to find out more, visit Echo Echo’s website
www.echoechodance.com. Or better still email us at
info@echoechodance.com to be added to our
mailing list and be the first to know!

LEGITIMATE BODIES DANCE COMPANY
Legitimate Bodies Dance Company, the resident
company at Birr Theatre and Arts Centre have
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(Grey), an audio system compatible with CD, Mini Disk
and Cassette media formats, and a 12-channel mixing
desk. For more on rates and availability, contact the
company directly: t: 01 280 3455; e: danceire@iol.ie or
www.dancetheatreireland.com.

Show: The Stage of My Mind
Date: 13 September
Time: 8pm
Venue: Tipperary Excel

Finally, our summer evening classes continue through
to 14 August. Register now for class in Contemporary
Dance, Ballet, Modern/Hip Hop, Salsa, Hatha Yoga or
African (Afro-Groove) with guest teacher Jennifer L.
Lopez (USA). These open classes are for adults with all
levels of dancing experience, so register now!

CruX Dance Theatre is in the process of creating an
innovative dance project merging the expertise of
professional Irish choreographers Jane Kellaghan,
Fearghus Ó Conchúir and Mairead Vaughan to
create The Stage of My Mind – a triple bill of dance
culminating in a full evening’s programme of dance.
This new work showcases a cast of six international
professional dancers, three Irish choreographers, Irish
writer Breda Dooley and video artist Jacqaline
Galvin – resulting in a rich, multicultural integration
of perspectives, experiences and approaches. The
Stage of My Mind will explore the idea of selfestrangement, a modern concept created by the
inability to ‘self-soothe’, resulting in a constant
searching outside oneself for relief – through media
image, the busy pace of modern life, stimulation
abuse (drugs, TV, alcohol, internet)… even emotional
torment.

CHERIE WORTHINGTON-EYRE
Show: Seussical the Musical
Date: 11-17 August
Time: 7.30pm (2.30pm, matinee, 16/17)
Venue: Town Hall Theatre
As a professionally trained choreographer and dance
artist, with many and diverse performance and
direction experiences, the cross-over point and
synthesis of dance and movement with other
genres is of particular interest to me. I like to seek out
and use such points of synthesis in unusual
ways...and I’m always seeking means and ways to
develop them further.

CruX Dance Theatre is resident at The Firkin Crane;
this support provides the company with ongoing
opportunities to ensure our success and visibility.
This is an intrinsic part of our ambition to develop
and motivate artistic intelligence, while raising the
aspirations of professional dance in Cork.

One such way I have developed is the Power
Performance Academy. A Galway-based theatre
school for children (age four to young adult), the
Academy was established by myself in partnership
with fellow directors Brian and Sean Power, who
between them have more than 20 years experience in
all aspects of theatre, and who have received many
awards in recognition of such. With its qualified
instructors and staff, the Academy seeks excellence in
knowledge and training for all our young students, in
all aspects of theatre.

Collaborating this year with celebrated artists in
many media, we remain a leader in promoting
intelligent growth and reflection, and are committed
to meeting the curiosity of our ever-increasing
audience.
Modern life responds to self-estrangement with the
phrase ‘pull yourself together’. How can the self pull
itself together if it does not know the stage of its
mind? What pieces does one pull together? And it’s
precisely the ability to calm oneself, to ‘self-soothe’
that offers to answer this question.

Our most recent project, Seussical the Musical, arises
out of the work of the Academy; last year, we
mounted a similar project, the costs involved being in
the region of €60,000. We knew that we would have
make loss but remained committed to and
passionate about the statement we wish to make in
Galway. Because myself, Brian and Sean are open to
engaging and working with members of the wider
artistic community of Galway, in all aspects and
artforms. We believe there is an enormous wealth of
talent and artistic ability in Galway and I for one am
keen to develop other performance opportunities.

DANCE THEATRE OF IRELAND
Dance Theatre of Ireland is in Korea for rehearsals of
the second part of their programme Parallel Horizons/
Under the Roof. The performance premieres in Seoul
this September.
As the company will be in Korea, its state-of-the art,
large studio space is available for hire in August,
September and October. This is a bright, spacious,
professional dance studio, with lots of natural light, a
sprung floor with Harlequin “Studio” floor covering

Book tickets at www.townhalltheatregalway.com; to
contact the Power Performance Academy, email
eyre@iol.ie.
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position funded by the Arts Council, South Tipperary
County Council and Tipperary Excel, and based in the
Excel – is due in the very near future. All in all –
alongside a renovated theatre and newly refurbished
dance studio – ample evidence that dance is picking
up tempo in Tipperary Excel!

Tipperary Excel’s Simon Ryan Theatre is becoming
something of a nexus point of dance activity in the
county…and with the theatre’s seating and sound
system having just been refurbished it now offers
both visiting dance companies and Tipperary
audiences the facilities to enjoy performing and
viewing dance work.

For further information on events at the Tipperary Excel
Cultural Centre, or to book tickets, tel: 062 80520 or visit
www.tipperary-excel.com

Fidget Feet’s Chantal McCormick and Jym Daly
conducted a dance workshop from 9-13 July
following the premier of their new work RAW at
Clonmel’s Junction Festival, and more dance
workshops are scheduled for August with CruX
Dance Theatre (5-9 August) and Ballet Ireland’s
Golden Goose Workshop (25-29 August). On Saturday
13 September, a triple bill of new works by Irish
choreographers Fearghus Ó Conchúir, Mairéad
Vaughan and Jane Kelleghan will be performed
(see above), this day also marking the beginning of
the Excel Dance School’s Ballet Autumn Session.

COLLEGE OF DANCE
The College of Dance hosted three highly successful
performances of Dance 2008 from 3 July to 5 July in
the O’Reilly Theatre, with full houses each night. The
end of year production was extremely well received,
the final performance being followed by a graduation
ceremony at which 18 students received their
diplomas.
The new academic year commences on the 15
September with an intensive week of training for the
15 male students of the College under the tutelage of
Stephen Brennan, with the kind permission of Ballet
Ireland.

European Ballet Company brings a performance of
Sleeping Beauty to Excel on Sunday 19 October and
we hope that a master-class for professional dancers
and advanced students shall be arranged with
members of the European Ballet; details to be
announced shortly.
Finally, a decision on the Dance Artist in Residence – a

For further information, please contact us at
tel: 01 2304115; email:admin@collegeofdance.com or
visit our website at www.collegeofdance.com.

AUDITIONS – IRISH MODERN DANCE THEATRE
Date: 16 August 2008
Time: 11 am – 4pm
Venue: DanceHouse
Male and female dancers and apprentice dancers with strong technical
base, open spirit and ability to improvise
Work contracts: Spring 2009
Further information: imdt@iol.ie / tel: 01 671 5113
www.irishmoderndancetheatre.com
13
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CALLING DANCERS / CHOREOGRAPHERS
– THE NEXT STAGE
Date: 24 September – 11 October
In conjunction with the Ulster Bank Dublin Theatre Festival, The Next
Stage is a programme of master-classes, talks, physical workshops and
performance attendances aimed at performing artists of all kinds,
intended to broaden and deepen their experience of theatre from
conception to performance.
Eighteen participants will be selected.
For more details and an application form, visit
www.theatreforumireland.com

OPPORTUNITY –DANCE ARTISTS
Deadline – 15 September
Myriad Dance seeks dance artists for 2008/2009 programme.
Candidates should be interested in developing and combining contemporary-based performance and
teaching work within the framework of the company’s extensive 08/09 programme; the successful
candidate shall be expected to work approximately 15 hrs per week. The period of employment shall run
from September to December 08 and January to June 09.
Dance artists should hold a primary dance degree in performance with additional experience at
postgraduate level in Youth or Community or hold at least three years relevant experience in the field.
Candidates will be expected to develop performance & choreographic work for young people working on
the Pulse Youth Dance Programme.

Candidates must be able to work as part of an established team;
- Be able to work independently;
- Be prepared to travel;
- 10-month flexible contracts available;
- Based in south east region.
Please send CV to:
Deirdre Grant, Artistic Director, Myriad Dance, South Slob Rd, Drinagh, Co Wexford
For further information about Myriad Dance:www.myriaddance.com / or contact Lena O Leary, Company Manager 053 9174665.
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EVENTS LISTINGS
Date

Event

Location

2 Aug, 9pm

Soul/S

6 Aug (premiere), 2pm
7,10,14 Aug, 2pm
8,12,15 Aug, 4.30pm
9,13,16 Aug, 7pm

Dance Ireland / Dance Base
Irish Cream – triple bill with
Beat Box Bingo (Catapult Dance)
Match (Fearghus Ó Conchúir)
Hanging in There (Legitimate Bodies)

Chrysalis Dance

21 -22 Aug, 4pm

Fluxusdance
The Divine Normal

23 Aug,
9.30pm – 12 midnight

11-17 Aug, 7.30pm
16-17 Aug, 2.30pm

July-August
Wed/Thurs/Fri, 8pm

Terryglass Arts Fest, 086 1602001

Legitimate Bodies Dance Co.
Hanging in there / Make something
wrong and I’ll fix it

19 Aug, 8pm

13-16 Aug, 8.30pm
20-23 Aug, 8.30pm
27-30 Aug, 8.30pm

Dance Base, Edinburgh
0044 131 2260000

Heads Up Showcase featuring
ponydance and Rex Levitates

20 Aug, 8pm

28-31 Aug

Cloone, Leitrim
www.tickets.ie/flightsoffancy

Birr Theatre, 057 9122911

Daghdha – 00|Series Framework
Pathways
Daghdha Space, 061 467872

6th International Tango Festival
Tango workshops, film screenings,
Dublin (various), 086 3747958
milonga
The Rising Step
The Rising Step - a show of
traditional Irish dance, music and song

An Grianán, 074 912 0777

Cherie Worthington-Eyre – Power Performance Academy
Seussical the Musical
Town Hall Theatre, 091 569777

The Firkin Crane
Dancing Thru’ The Ages

15
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DANCE IRELAND CLASSES & RESIDENCY @ DANCEHOUSE
18 - 22 August

Anne Campbell-Crawford

Ballet

25 - 29 August

Ennio Sammarco

Contemporary

1 - 5 September

Douglas Becker

International Guest Residency Ballet

Please note: open studio shall only be available from 10am to 11.30am
Morning Class Fees:
DI Members: €7 per class
Non-members: €10 per class
Class card available!
Time: 10.00am to 11.30am
Guest Residency Fees:
DI Members: €12 per class
Non-members: €14 per class
Time: 10.00am to 12 noon
For more information: www.danceireland.ie

PROFESSIONAL CLASS AT THE FIRKIN CRANE with Dance Ireland
Every Wednesday

Contemporary

Firkin Crane, Shandon, Cork

Time: 11am to 12.30pm
Fees: DI Members: €7 per class / Non-members: €10 per class
For more information: Firkin Crane @ 021 4507487

PROFESSIONAL CLASS AT SIAMSA TÍRE with Dance Ireland
Every Wednesday

Contemporary

Siamsa Tíre, Tralee, Co. Kerry

Time: 9am to 11am
Fees: DI Members: €5 per class / Non-members: €8 per class
For more information: Catherine Young @ 087 2660012

MAIDEN VOYAGE PROFESSIONAL CLASS with Dance Ireland
Every Wednesday

Contemporary

Dance Resource Base Studio
35 Donegall Street, Belfast

Time: 6.30pmm to 8.00pm
Fees: DI Members: £4 per class / Non-members: £5 per class
For more information: Maiden Voyage @ 0044 2890 330925
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